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Candelita LLC
Copyright © 2019 Jennifer Dopazo & Candelita.

All Rights Reserved.

For information about permission to reproduce selections from this pocketbook,  
send a love note to hello@candelita.is

The Business DesignTM and all content provided herein, is the intellectual property of 
Candelita®, and is protected by United States trademark, and copyright law. You may not 
remove any trademark, copyright, or other notice from the content. You may not market 

or sell the content or any derivative works based on the content. By downloadingn 
this pocketbook, you agree to abide by these terms and by Candelita's Terms and 

Conditions. Candelita reserves the right to pursue legal remedies against you for any 
violations of its policies, terms, and conditions.

Disclaimer:
Candelita partners with several of the companies that we recommend within, and if 

you click and sign-up for any of their services, we may receive a referral commission— 
which we're always grateful to get!
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A PERSONAL NOTE FROM JENNIFER:

First impressions make or break you.

Think about a first date or a recent job interview - don’t you remember 
how much effort you put into the way you looked? Your website is no 
exception. The way we perceive something influences the way we 
interact with it, and for your website, delightful design means fresh 
signups, more sales, and a new level of income.

You don’t have a cookie-cutter business. So why have a website that 
makes you look like one? That’s why you need a web designer who 
can support the crazy, beautiful vision you have for your business. 

It’s time to say goodbye to the overused templates and played-out 
looks. Set yourself apart from your competitors. I’m all about creating 
a customized, intimate experience for your audience that is inspired 
by your own creativity. Your vision can be super clean or intricately 
complex. Together, we will focus on making sure it truly captures your 
unique brand.

Now, let's do the work!

Jen

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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What if you could empower more people 
while liberating yourself?

Membership sites offer plenty of perks to savvy entrepreneurs. At the top 

of the list is the opportunity to use your unique skills and insights to help 

others. A membership site provides a platform for sharing your expertise 

while simultaneously building a community and cultivating relationships. You 

can create networks of support that grow and prosper even when you’re not 

around to oversee them. Loyal, long-term members will become your partners 

in championing your cause and in welcoming new subscribers.

Aside from the feel good benefits of membership sites, this is an enterprise 

that offers unique business advantages for the owner. While you may only 

be able to assist a handful of clients using more traditional business models, 

a membership model allows you to scale your services without exhausting 

your resources. A healthy community turns your knowledge and expertise into 

reliable recurring income, and your platform offers optimal moments along 

customer journeys for up-selling and cross-selling your products and services 

without over-selling and annoying your prospects. You’re also building your 

reputation and your authority as an industry maven, which will draw new 

followers to you like a magnet so you can impact more people.

That being said, every business model has its challenges, and membership 

sites are no exception. They can be time-consuming and tedious to manage. 

They can be difficult to get off the ground initially if you’re not a household 

name. Even if you manage to lure in members, figuring out how to keep 

them can be baffling. Then, of course, there’s figuring out what they want 

and how to give it to them, not to mention creating all that content without 

overwhelming members.

INTRODUCTION:

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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Don’t spiral into panic. Just because running a membership site can be 

exhausting and unrewarding doesn’t mean it has to be. In fact, being the 

owner of a membership site can liberate you from the daily grind and 

empower you to be more, do more, and even get more rest. Find out how in 

Candelita’s Best Practices Guide for Membership Sites.

If you want to reap the full benefits of your membership 
site, you’ve got to begin by sowing satisfaction among 

your members. 

INTRODUCTION:

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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The success of any endeavor begins 
in the mind of the creator.

When we’re excited about a new project, our first instinct is often to launch 

into creating something tangible. However, you’ll face less frustration and 

unnecessary expense down the line if you begin with a well-researched 

plan in place. That includes taking time before you act to research the goals 

and obstacles of your ideal clients, to put your market space under the 

microscope, and to find undiscovered opportunities to stand out from your 

competition. This preliminary planning ensures the most efficient use of 

resources and the most effective development of designs that reduce churn 

and encourage continuous user engagement from Day One of your launch.

STEP 1: PLAN AHEAD FOR SUCCESS.

Nothing is more critical to the success of your membership site than 
having an authentic profile of your ideal members.

Watch our video on how to Develop Member Personas to learn how you can 
entice your target audience and create a community of your dreamiest members. 

Lisa Howell is a physiotherapist, author, speaker and creator 
of The Ballet Blog which has revolutionized how dancers think 
about their bodies, injuries and performance enhancement.  
When she reached out to Candelita, she was interested in 
translating all her knowledge into a learning platform.  During 
Discovery, we created five member persona profiles that would 
define the way the membership levels would be structure and 
how the content would be delivered.

LISA HOWELL
The Ballet Blog, Founder
Surry Hills, New South Wales, Australia

CASE STUDIES

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
https://youtu.be/FtF8zKCw3ec
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Your members are investing in 
transformation. Make the return on 

their investment transparent.

Too often, membership sites don’t show new members how to take full 

advantage of their investment. A subscriber finds herself propelled into 

a playlist of videos, downloadables, and printables that offer little value 

without guidance. In a high caliber membership site, the customer journey is 

planned out before the site goes live. A new member is greeted with an easily 

navigable path from Point A, her reason for joining, to Point B, her desired 

outcome. When each piece of content represents an achievable milestone 

on her path to transformation, your dream customer will learn to trust your 

wayfinding skills. Once you have her trust, she’ll continue alongside you even 

after her initial goal is accomplished. 

STEP 2: ESTABLISH TRANSFORMATIVE MILESTONES.

Watch our Customer Journey video to learn how to craft the experience your 
members are seeking and create real transformation.

When we worked with Skopos founder Elli to create her brand 
membership site, we developed personas to understand 
the customer journey of her two main target members: small 
business owners and lending managers. Using the flow of 
those customer journeys, we created distinct onboarding 
sequences, critical design milestones, and engagement 
funnels for each customer profile.

ELLI PAPADOPOULOS
Skopos, Founder.
New York, NY, USA.

CASE STUDIES

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
https://youtu.be/9Ho6QefoIkE
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STEP 3 : DEVELOP DIGESTIBLE CONTENT FOR BUSY MEMBERS. 

The most constructive content you provide is the content your members are capable 

of consuming. Assume your most beloved member only has ten minutes each day to 

to give to you. The best way to build her confidence and help her achieve more is to 

deliver content as approachable as it is valuable. That means considering what type 

of content is most convenient for her, how its most effectively delivered to her, and 

how much she’s actually capable of digesting each day. Keeping content digestible 

and easily consumable will prevent member overwhelm and encourage continuous 

engagement. Members will feel like your membership site is a worthwhile investment, 

not one more payment to a program they can’t take full advantage of.

Remember that your members are busy and 
often overwhelmed with content.

WEWO is a membership site that provides aspiring female 
entrepreneurs with business training and a community of 
mentors and allies.  When WEWO's founder Chelsea reached 
out to Candelita to help her nail down the UX strategy of her 
new venture, we mapped out the different types of content, 
access and interactions that would engage her members. 
By giving users just the right amount of content at exactly the 
right moment, WEWO nurtures busy female entrepreneurs 
without overwhelming them.

CHELSEA DAVIS.  
WEWO, Founder.
Charlotte, NC, USA.

CASE STUDIES

To learn more about connecting with your ideal members’ current needs, take a 
look at our Empathy Map video.

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
https://youtu.be/ajbaC0UfK00
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STEP 4 : CREATE AN INVITING ATMOSPHERE.

Your online presence should reflect your brand, communicate your vision, and promote 

your mission. When your website does those three things, you’ll inevitably attract 

members who resonate with your purpose. Enchanting the right subscribers is key to 

retaining members and keeping them satisfied, and it starts from their first touchpoint 

with your brand. An effective welcome sequence delights your subscribers from Day 

One and lets them they’re in the right place. Imagine your site is a party, and your new 

member is an invited guest. Take time to show her around: you can leave your coat 

here, grab a drink over there, and here are a few friends that I’m sure you’ll have lots in 

common with. By investing time in making new members feel at home, she’ll know that 

she picked the right party to attend.

A beautiful web presence encourages 
first-time visitors to become lifelong members.

Creating a welcoming atmosphere isn’t just good for attracting 
members. It’s also a powerful enticement for potential 
investors. When we developed mockups for our client 
Andrea’s membership website Home Buyers Coaching Club, 
Andrea quickly secured funding for her innovative startup, and 
she saw instantly the potential for greater growth. 

ANDREA ALLEN  
Home Buyers Coaching Club, Founder.
Dallas, TX, USA

CASE STUDIES

Wondering how to entice new members with a powerful welcome sequence? 
Watch our video on Creating an Extraordinary Welcome Sequence.

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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STEP 5 :REWARD YOUR MEMBERS WITH GAMIFICATION.

Anyone who’s ever played Candy Crush will appreciate the addictive nature of online 

games. Who hasn’t longed for a boring meeting to end just to get back to a game of 

Words with Friends? With technology, learning can also be amusing, and why shouldn’t 

it be? Get your members hooked by gamifying modules and rewarding members for 

interactions. Finishing a module might unlock bonus content. Leaderboards might be 

used to motivate members to up their performance habits. A monthly newsletter could 

spotlight and reward the most engaged community members. When you make your 

membership habit-forming, you don’t have to worry about continuous engagement. It 

just happens.

Membership isn’t all fun and games. 
But maybe it should be.

Before Natalie and Danielle from BossBabe reached out to 
Jennifer, their members were leaving due to overwhelm and 
not finding their wai through the content.  We created a plan 
where new members could take an assessment, find the right 
content for them and allow them to unlock secret interviews 
and trainings upon module completion.  Their members now 
know what do to next and are encouraged to take action.

NATALIE ELLIS & DANIELLE CANTY 
The Société, Founders.
Los Angeles, CA, USA & London, United Kingdom

CASE STUDIES

Processes sound so boring, but they don’t have to be. Churn rates aren’t an issue 
when you turn processes into playtime. Find out how in our video How to Use 
Gamification to Reduce your Churn Rates.

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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STEP 6: NURTURE MEMBERS CONTINUALLY.

When your community cares, they come back - often daily. A highly-engaged 

community creates a network of support that is self-sustaining. Your members become 

mentors, and your clients become ambassadors. To build that kind of community, 

you’ve got to create an environment of continuous cultivation. That may sound time-

consuming, but it doesn’t have to be. Through thoughtful automation, goal tracking, 

and the innovative use of CRM, you can nurture members continually without 

sacrificing the rest of your life and every minute of your free time. In other words, you 

can nourish your community without depriving yourself. 

The most powerful communities are those with 
members who show up regularly.

When Bec Van Leeuwen launched Soul Sister Circle, she had 
no way of knowing how quickly her Australian network of 
soulful entrepreneurs would grow. Soon, she was receiving 
messages from people around the world, and her local 
enterprise was a global phenomenon. In order to impact more 
people without sacrificing time with her family, Bec needed 
a membership site that could scale, and that’s exactly what 
we delivered. Through powerful UX and clever automation, 
Candelita created a way for Bec to have it all. 

BEC VAN LEUWEEN 
Soul Sister Circle, Founder.
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia

CASE STUDIES

Processes sound so boring, but they don’t have to be. Churn rates aren’t an issue 
when you turn processes into playtime. Find out how in our video How to Use 
Gamification to Reduce your Churn Rates.

Watch Bec's Video Testimonial

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
https://youtu.be/YXtJdl-OCDg
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FINALLY... HAVE KNOWLEDGEABLE SUPPORT IN PLACE

At Candelita, we help membership sites attract, convert, grow, and scale through 

thoughtful planning, beautiful design, and intuitive UX.  We begin with an in-depth 

discovery process to gain an appreciation of your vision and your brand. Once we 

have a clear picture of your mission and your ideal members’ goals, we develop a 

transformative path that rewards members for each step they take with you. Together, 

we map out an intuitive sitemap and create wireframes to visualize your site before 

pushing one pixel. We identify ideal touchpoints to surprise and delight members and 

create a harmonious flow that will help members accomplish their goals. 

Once your site is launched, managing the technical aspects like recurring payment 

processes, access tagging, and information architecture can become chaotic for 

busy entrepreneurs.  Candelita offers continuing support in managing your website 

and troubleshooting problems if they arise. From onboarding emails to content 

management to habit-forming gamification modules, we equip you to entice and retain 

members without compromising your own need for time with family and friends.

We help you create a community that is as good for you as it is for your members. 

Schedule your initial consultation today to begin building the membership site you’ve 

been dreaming of.

Like your members, you’ll flourish 
with the right support. 

BOOK A FREE STRATEGY CALL

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
https://go.oncehub.com/candelitalab
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CLOSING NOTES & RESOURCES

As you may noticed, I didn’t talk the technology behind building a membership site. 

There's no mention of platforms, plugins or systems.  This is a strategic guide on what 

are the key components to plan and design a successful membership website.  Hint: 

creating a great membership website starts with strong planning and strategy, the tech 

can always be figured out and worked out from your available resources.

 

Without the groundwork on why you're bulding what you're building, who is it for and 

how you can support them through their journey, a membership site is just another 

over hyped portal that hosts hundreds of videos and has little transformation to offer 

to their members. The idea is not to have you assume and make decisions in the blind, 

but take an approach that the User Experience field has been using to create better 

products, deliver empathetic experiences and capture the attention of the desired 

audience.

 

Take this as a review process or your current membership website.  Don't have a 

membership site?  Use these points as a guide to help you review who's the best 

company/person/freelancer to help you take your vision into a reality.

 

If you need any extra support on putting any of these tools in place for you, don’t 

hesitate to contact me.  I’ll be more than happy to help you implement it and offer you 

the necessary tools to get you up and running in no time.

PS: That was fun, right?

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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Great design separates the average 
from the exceptional...in a single 
glance.

My name is Jennifer Dopazo, an Award-Winning Designer.

A curiosity-driven maker of packaging, printing, illustrations, websites, graphics - 

whatever comes under the umbrella of design.

I love helping creative entrepreneurs create enviable brands that spread your big 

idea and change the world.

I’m not your cookie-cutter web designer. I am an American Graphic Design 2014 

Award Winner, an instructor of multiple workshops in countries around the world. I 

have also been featured in CBS, New York Business Journal, NYFA, Parsons, RTVE, 

Spain Arts & Culture, SXSW, Reuters, and Yahoo among others.

I create inspired designs that transform your business.

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/
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STEP 1: Identify your Most Valuable Member: research the goals and 

obstacles of your ideal members, to put your market space under the 

microscope, and to find undiscovered opportunities to stand out from your 

competition.

STEP 2: Establish transformative milestones by mapping your member's 

journey and defining their transformation after becoming a member.

STEP 3: Plan and create content that's fit for your Most Valuable Member: 

they have a clear understanding on what to do next, it fits their lifestyles and 

it won't make them feel overwhelmed.

STEP 4: Roll the red carpet with a mind blowing on-boarding plan.  Make 

them feel that their in the right place and there's a human being behind all 

the tech that really cares for their journey, goals and transformation.

STEP 5: Use gamification to keep them engaged and reward your most 

engaged and hard working members.  (You know, those that do the work!)

STEP 6: Stop focusing on getting new members in, take good care of the 

ones you already have and trust you. 

STEP 7: Don't get suck into tech hustles and get the support you need so you 

can be focused in your members and enjoy being a community leader. (HINT: 

Book a call with Jen if you're in tech hell right now.)

CANDELITA. IS

For a more in-depth walkthrough of these steps, 
don't forget to download your guide copy!

https://candelita.is/services/accessally-membership-website/

